Abstract-In this paper we propose the combination of graphbased characteristics and appearance-based descriptors such as detected edges for modeling static gestures. Initially we convolve the original image with a Gaussian kernel and blur the image. Canny edges are then extracted. The blurring is performed in order to enhance some characteristics in the image that are crucial for the topology of the gesture (especially when the fingers are overlapping). There are a large number of properties that can describe a graph, one of which is the adjacency matrix that describes the topology of the graph itself. We approximate the topology of the hand utilizing Neural Gas with Competitive Hebbian Learning, generating a graph. From the graph we extract the Laplacian matrix and calculate its spectrum. Both canny edges and Laplacian spectrum are used as features. As a classifier we employ Linear Discriminant Analysis with Bayes' Rule. We apply our method on a published American Sign Language dataset (ten classes) and the results are very promising and further study of this approach is imminent from the authors.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of a gesture recognition process is to interpret gestures performed by humans [24] . The domain of such processes can vary significantly, from remote robot control, virtual reality worlds to smart home systems [25] . Most events that are recognized as gestures originate from the body's motions or state, but with most commonly origin the face or the hands.
A topic highly interwoven with gesture recognition and it is equally significant is the sign language recognition (SLR). A sign language is composed of three types of features. Manual features such as, hand shapes, their orientation and movement. Non-manual features are related to arms, the body and the facial expressions. Finally, finger-spelling that corresponds to letters and words in natural languages [19] . Specifically the non manual features are used to both individually form part of a sign or support other signs and modify their bearing meaning [26] .
The ultimate purpose of sign language recognition systems is to build automated systems that are able recognize signs and convert them into text or even speech. This could ideally lead to a translation system to communicate with the deaf people. Finally, another challenge in this field is that there is no international sign language, thus every region defines its own and there is no imposed constraint that is should be based on the spoken language of the region [27] .
In the literature have been proposed methods that utilize features extracted in real time and identify the gestures as they are performed. We, on the other, will focus on a series of static images. Our purpose is to demonstrate a novel combination of features, classic appearance-based characteristics and graph descriptors (e.g. adjacency matrix). Through experimentation, we concluded that these features are sufficient to describe in a discriminative way a gesture.
II. RELATED WORK
Soft computing techniques include a plethora of wellestablished algorithms such as Self-Organizing Neural Gas (SGONG). In [17] , the authors employ SGONG by generating an approximation of the hand topology. Based on a number of presumptions such as the hand should be placed vertical, etc they produce a statistical model to recognize the gestures. Moreover, they are able to identify the fingers individually by the number of neighbors that a neuron has. By combining SelfOrganizing Maps (SOM) and Markov chains in [18] the authors propose a novel probabilistic classification model. SOMs are used to model the position of the gesture while via a quantization process they describe the hand direction. These features are cast in discrete symbols and then used to construct a Markov model for each hand.
In relation to image processing methods and edge detection methods specifically, in [23] Canny edges in order to produce thinned skeletons of the gestures. While in [19] the Canny edges are further processed by Hough transformation in order to conclude into the gesture features. Simpler but very effective, in [21] the authors utilize the difference between the detected (strong & weak) edges as features. An extensive work, based solely on edges as presented in [20] , by which the edges are processed and clip in order to describe the fingers individually. Edges have also been proposed in conjunction with other low level features such as salient points and lines for sparse feature representation in [22] .
Each of these proposals manages achieve very high recognition rates utilizing either graph or appearance-based features but not an explicit combination of the two. To our humble knowledge our proposal is one of the few, if not the only one, gesture recognition system (even testing on a simple dataset) that combines appearance-based features and graph properties simultaneously.
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III. PROPOSED METHOD
As stated earlier our method utilizes appearance-based features as well as properties that are induced from graphs. On one hand the Canny edges provide a more general and rich description, without any specificity. On the other, the graphrelated features are sufficient to describe the topology of a gesture, but fail to discriminate gestures with similar topographies. We concluded to this combination because these features complement each other.
In the following paragraphs we will provide a detailed description of our system's overview.
A. Image Preprocessing
Before anything else, we have to segment the hand from the image. Because of the nature of the specific dataset, a simple thresholding is sufficient; the background is just the black color.
The dimensions of the images in the dataset [4] are variable, because a number of transform operations have been applied. Some gestures have bee scaled along the X or Y axis while others have been rotated. The only property that we modify is the dimension of each image. We resize all images to 256 256x pixels in order to restrict the possible variances of the generated graph topologies.
Finally, in order to restrict the Canny edge detector that we will user later on, we convolve a Gaussian blur kernel with the image as suggested in [16] . This way, we reduce the qualitative resolution of image and the edge detector will highlight only what we have issued to be, the most significant edges on the hand. The edges on the fingers will be greatly enhanced.
B. Appearance-based features
In Canny edge detector algorithm [3] , initially the raw image is convolved with a Gaussian filter in order to reduce its susceptibility to noise. Then, utilizing two filters for each of the directions as in horizontal and vertical it computes the gradient [13] . Finally, it calculates the magnitude and the orientation of the gradient and with the usage a simple threshold technique it suppresses edges with low values.
For our purposes, after the edges are extracted we use PCA [14] and project them into one dimension and calculate the histogram.
C. Graph-induced features 1) Neural Gas with Competitive Hebbian Learning (NGCHL)
Martinetz and Schulten introduced the Neural Gas manifold learning algorithm in [5] and were inspired by Kohonen's Self Organizing Maps. The most notable difference between these two is that the first does not define explicitly a neighborhood. To overcome this issue an enhanced version of Neural Gas was proposed, integrating Competitive Hebbian Learning (CHL) [1, 2] .
This new alternative approach follows closely the description of Neural Gas, that of a feature manifold learning method but through the generation of topology preserving maps. The learning function that is incorporated into the algorithm is described by a gradient descent as in the original algorithm. As in the original Neural Gas, the projection of a feature vector marks the adaptation of all neurons with a step size from the closest to the furthest. The key difference is that the Neural Gas with CHL also creates or destroys the synaptic links between the neurons. Each such connection is described by a synaptic strength. This indicator is used to decide whether or not a connection should be refreshed and kept or removed from the graph. Create a number of neurons and assign them random positions and with no connections between them (the adjacency matrix is empty).
Step 1: Project x  (drawn from n R space) to our network.
Step 2: Sort the nodes based on their distances from x  (keep the relative index position to k ).
Step 3: Adapt the nodes' position vectors ( w  ) using:
Step 4: Connect the two closest neurons (according to their distance from x  ). If already connected, refresh the age of the connection to 0.
Step 5: Increase the age by 1, of all edges connected with the best matching unit (the neuron closest to x  ).
Step 6: Check for old edges in the graph and remove them if their age is exceeding the threshold given by the following formula:
The above function is a gradient descent. It uses the ranking of nodes in the aggregation of step 3. Increase the iteration counter and repeat from step 2 until the required criteria are met, usually
2) Graph Spectra
Having obtained an undirected graph from NGCHL we are now able to apply specific linear algebra concepts. One of the most interesting notions in graph theory is the Laplacian matrix [6, 7] .
In simple terms, given an adjacency matrix A and a degree matrix D , the Laplacian matrix is given by:
. These matrices have a numerous variations, properties and applications but these topics are out of the scope of this paper.
We would like to use the Laplacian matrix in order to extract its spectrum [8] . The computed Eigenvalues are very important and widely researched (especially the 2  ) [9] in the field of graph analysis and theory and can be employed when comparing graphs [12] . In our case we employ all of the Eigenvalues as a strong discriminative feature.
D. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Bayes Optimal Classification
In our proposed method we use LDA to estimate the within class density (based on the assumptions that the distributions are Gaussians and the classes share a common covariance matrix), resulting into a linear classifier model [10, 11] .
Based on Bayes' rule, we will assign a gesture to the class with the maximum posterior probability given the feature vector X

. So the conditional probability of class G given X is:
Based on the earlier assumption of the normal distributions we can derive the following linear discriminant model:
This assigns a feature vector x into class i with the maximum i g . Notice that the above equation contains a term that it is a Mahalanobis distance between the feature vector to and each the c mean vectors, and assign x to the category of the nearest mean [10, 15] .
E. American Sign Language Dataset
We applied our proposed in the dataset proposed in [4] . It is a dataset containing 36 American Signs (ASL) each one of which is performed by five different persons. Each gesture is captured using a neutral-colored background (a green background), making the segmentation easier. This enables us to focus our research on the feature extraction and the classification methodology. In order to extend the dataset and provide more realistic (as "in the wild") poses, the original authors of the dataset, rotated each image in different angles and scales resulting into 2425 images.
In this paper, we focus on the ten classes corresponding to the numbering gestures from one to ten. Each class is composed of 65 samples.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We applied our proposal in the aforementioned dataset. Ten different gestures (classes), each one a gesture sign counting from zero to nine. The topographical network graph was set in 128 nodes. Finally as far the classification is concerned we followed a 5-fold cross validation scheme. For training we used 50 samples, while the rest 15 composed the testing set. Below we tabulate the results acquired.
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V. FUTURE WORK
We could possibly improve the performance by considering a method that respects the geodesic distances of the manifold, meaning that the edges would be regulated. This would greatly adjust the generated graphs and ultimately it would refine the quality of the extracted spectrums. We believe that this would result into greater results. In a more extensive work we will integrate a skin detection and segmentation algorithm possible based on a Gaussian Mixture Model that have been widely utilized in the literature. This will help build a more complete system. Another field that enjoys a lot of attention is the usage of wavelets (discrete) in order to extract low approximations of an image. This could result into a new system, in which the edges from the vertical and/or horizontal approximations are used.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the combination of the some properties and descriptors that can be extracted from a topology graph with Canny edges. A small topology results to a highly connected (or even fully) graph where all nodes are close to each other on the other hand, in a large topology all nodes spread to cover the topology and the connections are sparse, usually limited to their nearest neighbors. Based on the adjacency and degrees matrices we extract the Laplacian spectrum. This fusion yield very satisfactory results based on a five-fold cross validation procedure in a ten-class dataset.
